Full-Stack Monitoring and Advanced Analytics

The Zenoss Insight Suite extends the intelligent application and service monitoring provided by Zenoss, allowing you to perform log analytics, unified communications monitoring and NetFlow analysis.

Modern IT ecosystems produce massive amounts of data. Both current and legacy technologies are constantly supplying information about system availability, performance and even anomalies. However, this information is often created in many disparate formats — and without the tools to effectively utilize this data, it becomes meaningless and unusable.

Zenoss Insight ingests information from any server, networked device, cloud resource, delivered service or application. Whether you work with syslog, network flow, RTCP, SDN data, CMR/CDR, SQL queries, SNMP, proprietary log files or just about any other text-based format under the sun, the Zenoss Insight engine ingests, extracts, indexes and correlates your data under a single cohesive architecture to provide actionable intelligence across your on-premises and cloud-based systems. With no data collection caps whatsoever and elastic scaling across your entire IT environment, there are no limits on the amount of data you can ingest. Any data format, whether structured or unstructured, can be streamed, pushed, pulled in or harvested without restriction or cost penalty.

---

**LOG ANALYTICS**

- Index any data format
- Search across all infrastructure components
- Perform real-time data correlation

**UC MONITORING**

- Pinpoint VoIP and video quality issues
- Determine call path bottlenecks
- Quickly visualize UC issues in real time

**NETFLOW ANALYSIS**

- Identify top bandwidth consumers
- Scale data collection without compromise
- Transform network data into actionable intelligence
Immediate Root-Cause Analysis

By normalizing disparate data source files into a single uniform format, the patented Insight correlation engine transforms enormous amounts of data into actionable information, allowing you to detect anomalies as they happen, identify root cause when faults occur, visualize trends impacting performance, and keep your infrastructure performing at its peak.

Performance Optimization

Zenoss Insight deploys with thousands of proven, expertly developed correlation rules right out of the box, ensuring you gain immediate value and actionable intelligence from your data. By combining infrastructure statistics and software performance metrics with both log and flow data, Insight provides a complete picture of overall application and system performance in a way not possible from single data point analysis. In addition, these intelligent policies minimize duplicate (or “false positive”) events and facilitate faster resolution of any issues that arise.

Advanced Analytics

What good is data if you can’t analyze it? Whether you’re looking at real-time or historical data, with Zenoss Insight, all data extractions automatically create a report template that provides clear and customizable visualizations of the information. Insight also provides predefined dashboards and policies for leading infrastructure manufacturers like Cisco, Palo Alto Networks, Juniper, Dell, HP, Sonus and many more. These individual report templates and dashboards, as well as customized data charts, can be combined into workbooks that provide holistic insight into any business service or practice area.

Intelligent Automation

Zenoss integrates with the leading incident management and CMDB systems to automatically create tickets based on event triggers and notifications as soon as anomalies and events are detected. Through our AI, events are processed and deduplicated. Then, actionable tickets that include information about the primary issue at hand as well as correlated events related to the incident are created to provide only the most useful troubleshooting information and to decrease service downtime.

For more information or to request a Zenoss Cloud trial, please visit https://www.zenoss.com.